Starting strong

UCF starts conference play on top with 51-42 win over USM — SEE SPORTS A7

FIEA gets an UPGRADE

Vicon gives downtown 'Moves'

Vicon Entertainment's House of Moves opened a motion-capture studio this week at the Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy, UCF's graduate video-gaming school.

Located downtown Orlando, the school is situated near Amway Arena and the Bob Carr Theater for the Performing Arts in what Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer calls "The Creative Village." Both Dyer and UCF President John Hitt were at a special ceremony Monday to welcome the company to Orlando.

"All for sale by owner!
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Business Fraternity recruits new members today

The College of Business Administration's business fraternity is socializing again this week. The Pi Kappa Alpha chapter of Delta Sigma Pi will hold a social today from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Q Club on Granada.
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James Mcdonald to retire from Florida's prison system

The head of Florida's prison system plans to retire in January after he served 18 years in the position. John Kimbler said Friday he plans to step down after the prison secretary to prison, state officials said

At least 20, 60, 30, 15, 12, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1

Your Pictures Are Worth A 1,000 Words

The future is on the hunt for UCF students who participate in unique extracurricular activities during their weekends.

We are looking for people who might have an intriguing hobby, uncommon job or enticing pastime. We want you to tell the story about your weekend through your own words and your photographs.

Those who volunteer will be given a camera to use during a particular weekend to document their experiences.

The Florida may demolish Pike house

UCF may demolish new Greek houses

Land could hold 2 new Greek houses

The future of the Pike house may be coming down, making the land available for future Greek housing.

According to Yerkes, there are hundreds of different types of HPV with probably more than 30 different types that affect the female genitalia. A race to fix that was accelerated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in 2006, which approved the first HPV vaccine, Gardasil, which targets four of the major strains of HPV. Since then, the vaccine has been licensed in 80 countries and has been administered to more than 20 million people worldwide.

Experts say HPV infections are rising

Health experts warn that a common sexually transmitted virus that is linked to most cases of cervical cancer.

HPV is a group of more than 100 different types. Of these, human papillomavirus (HPV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV) are the most common.

Two thumbs up?

The future looks back at the best, worst films of 2007 — see variety A10

Med school gets new donor

More than half of scholarships funded

RORYN SOEDERSKY

After securing its 22nd donor yesterday, the UCF College of Medicine is just past the halfway point of its goal of finding scholarships for its first class of medical students.

"The college of Medicine is committed to earning our preclinical accreditation from the Liaison Committee on Medical Education. The decision should be made in the next 18 months, but it's important to continue to fund scholarships," said Per-Arne Acta.

After six months, 22 out of 40 of the scholarships have been funded.

"The scholarships are small but important to keep medical students in school," said Per-Arne Acta.
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The scholarship drive is the result of UCF's desire to maintain a medical school giving each of the 40 class scholarships for $4,000 to $8,000 to students at the undergraduate level.
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Juniors Corey Sobes and Corey Levy's idea to start KnightLyfe.com all began with an idea for a coupon book.

The idea evolved into a Web site which is now called KnightLyfe.com.

"I wouldn't mind being a Google man," Levy, the 20-year-old UCF entrepreneur said of the success Web-savvy Larry Page and Sergey Brin had after founding Google, Inc. Levy's business partners and friend, Carey Sobes, 20, chuckled because he knows he would not mind following in their footsteps either.

"Their dreams are not too far off though," Levy and Sobes launched KnightLyfe.com in January 2007 and have developed a new version of the site.

The idea for the Web site developed out of Levy's idea to start a coupon book. At the time, Levy and Sobes worked as deli clerks. The duo took their love of the night life and turned it into KnightLyfe.com.

Since then it has been the night life of UCF students by storm. According to Corey Levy, KnightLyfe.com has 2,000-3,000 visitors each day and employs 12 people with jobs ranging from promoters to photographers.

"Students like KnightLyfe.com because it offers a heads up the events on campus," said Carey Sobes.

"Students like KnightLyfe.com because it offers a heads up the events on campus," said Carey Sobes.

"You can't be too early," Levy said. "If you miss a night where they have a lot of fun pictures, you'll have the feature that drives most of the Web site's traffic."

"We want people to go on this everyday and see if it's kind of a home page," Sobes said.

Although Kirkwood said he had only been on the site a couple of times, the new features interest him. "I'll visit! if they have a calendar," he said.

With this new launch, Levy and Sobes are hoping to take the company to the next level. Levy and Sobes are committed to building stronger ties with UCF students and staff by offering benefits to the UCF community. The company started at only one bar and now has branched out to 12 with the help of the Web site.

According to Levy and Sobes, the revamped site will also offer new concepts such as an interactive calendar and KnightLyfe's version of the yellow pages. Night clubs and students alike can be added as administrators and add events to the calendar. Visit the site and it will also be able to make profiles and tag themselves in events.

"Students like KnightLyfe.com because it's an interactive calendar and you can have friends," Levy said. "They have a lot of funny pictures.

"Students like KnightLyfe.com because it's an interactive calendar and you can have friends," Levy said. "They have a lot of funny pictures.
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Please see LOCAL in A2
Smoke, fog blinds drivers, causes 70-car crash

Associated Press

POLK CITY - About 70 vehicles crashed Wednesday on a highway blanketed by fog and smoke from a brush fire in central Florida, and local officials said four people were killed and 16 were injured in the tangled, fiery wrecks.

A stretch of nearly 15 miles of Interstate 4 between Tampa and Orlando was closed by several accidents, including the 70-vehicle pileup. Aerial footage showed the smoky mix of fog and smoke covering the landscape for miles and giving the sky an eerie golden color in the morning.

The poor visibility hampered rescue efforts, forcing officials to walk along the closed stretch of I-4 checking individual vehicles for injuries, Florida Highway Patrol Trooper Larry Coggins said. The conditions later cleared up, showing charred trucks and crumpled cars pinned underneath some tractor trailers.

The names of the victims have not been released, but all died at the scene. Coggins confirmed that 38 people were injured, five of them seriously.

Crews worked late into the morning to rescue one man who was pinned beneath a crushed truck. Numerous tractor trailers overturned on the roadway, including a tanker. At least six of them burned completely.

"Everything came to a halt," said Robert Ellison, a motorist driving east on the highway about 6 a.m. "You can't see your hand in front of your face."

Ellison told The Tampa Tribune and WFLA-TV that he narrowly avoided an accident and stopped to try to help trapped motorists. "There was no indication of anything. Then you couldn't see 5 feet," he said.

One of the first accident victims was a sheriff's deputy, Polk County Sheriff Grady Judd said. Deputy Jack Turner told Judd that conditions on the road worsened suddenly. "It was clear, it was a little foggy, then it was total darkness," Judd recounted the deputy saying Wednesday morning.

The sheriff added that although Turner was shaken up, he helped move people to safety as vehicles continued to pile up - the sounds of metal grinding and gnashing in the darkness.

Turner was haunted, however, by those he couldn't save. "I watched a man burn to death today," Judd recounted the deputy saying afterward.

The Florida Highway Patrol is investigating the crash and the role of smoke from the fire that started as a controlled burn and grew out of control.

Judd said Wednesday morning he was "exceptionally concerned" about the decision to start a fire during dry conditions and days after a freeze likely added more tinder. State officials are still investigating how the fire got out of control.

Since Tuesday, firefighters have battled the controlled burn that grew out of their grasp and charred 400 acres. The fire, which is burning roughly 1/2 mile from the highway, is 90 percent contained, Division of Forestry spokeswoman Chris Kintner said.

She said forestry workers notified the highway patrol that smoke from the blaze could mix with fog.

Signs warning people of the smoke were placed on the interstate, but Kintner said she did not know if they were illuminated.

There is no estimate on when I-4, the main east-west artery for central Florida, will reopen.

Coggins said a contributing factor of the crashes was the fog, but downplayed the smoke from the fire. He said troopers patrolled the area earlier Wednesday morning and smoke was not an issue.

Since Tuesday, firefighters have battled a fire that expanded from a controlled burn that grew out of their grasp and charred 400 acres. The fire, which is burning roughly half a mile from the highway, is under 90 percent containment.
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employees know he would have zero tolerance for any- thing that might threaten the cor-

rect answer. As for the Public Employee Retirement Association, a certain insur- ance company in Baton Rouge, it was permitted to exist at top levels of the government, much to the surprise of many.

But he was at odds with them from the very beginning.

Last year, he demanded

that they improve their fitness and had

given them a deadline to prove they were in shape and ready for the task at hand. Some employee bullish, and the union that represented them said it was rate.

Some employees heard that it was

a win-win situation.

But they were not about to

be on edge, and the company was

the agency to make them adjust.
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Snow conditions lure, trap outdoor thrill seekers

George Merrett

DENVER — Powerful snow storms in the West have delivered the most conditions in years but also have claimed two more lives, resurrecting the notion that making this winter's sports season is no small feat, especially in Colorado's Wasatch County Sheriff's Office.

Avalanche Center in Ketchum, Idaho, said the most is likely to be killed at Colorado's Purgatory during the season, said Doug Averett, director of the U.S. Avalanche Center in Jackson, Wyo., which has been a powder day almost every day.

Meanwhile, a snowmobiler was killed New Year's Eve in an avalanche. The snow has come down so heavily at times it has delayed rescuers from searching for overdue hunters, snowmobilers said.

John Hefner, Colorado Department of Transportation, stands in front of snow Denver to take a picture of making its way through a traffic accident in U.S. Highway 65 at Monday.

A Utah snowmobiler was killed New Year's Eve in an avalanche, Feb. 10, 2003, a tragic year for avalanche deaths. The avalanche-killed New Year's Eve in an avalanche, Feb. 10, 2003, a tragic year for avalanche deaths.

The UCF bookstore offers the lowest textbook price guarantee. This means if you find a textbook cheaper at another store and the textbook is in stock, we will beat their price by $5. Please, the UCF bookstore has the largest selection of UCF textbooks. Now that's savings.

The recently completed facility cost about $25 million, UCF and the city of Orlando each contributed 60% and the House of Blues contributed more than $6 million in equipment.

Students who graduate from the program will have the opportunity to earn a bachelor's degree in theater along with a bit of education on avalanche awareness and what triggers them.

The studio's abilities.

The studio uses real people and objects to make a more realistic scene.

The studio is a $2.9 million addition to the FIEA campus downtown.

From left: Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer, Thein Tran and UCF President John Hitt.

The season has been snow for two New Mexico snowboarders missing since Saturday at the nearby Wolf Creek Ski Area.

As soon as it was installed, the new studio was taking applications for the House of Blues.

The studio is one of the largest on East Coast.

The new facility includes the MOCAP studio, film sound stages, editing suites, audio suites and a new teaching auditorium.

The studio is a $2.9 million addition to the FIEA campus downtown.

The studio's abilities.

The studio will help out a lot, and [Vicon is] a pretty big company.

AJ Jeromin, a faculty member at FIEA, watched the demonstration.
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No chapters have been chosen to live in the potential houses, but the decision process is already in its preliminary stages.

Pet-Armacost said that the college owns the homes.

"It's going to be a selection process," Pet-Armacost said. "It's going to look at everything from academics to if there's been any conduct issues, how many people are in your chapter — these sorts of things."
ONE DOWN, 15 TO GO

Knights win C-USA opener with plenty of defense

“Good looks were hard to come by, but our defense for 40 minutes was the best we’ve played this year.”

BRIAN MURPHY

The old cliché “a win is a win” was definitely appropriate for the UCF Men’s Basketball team after its 82-79 victory over Southern Miss on Tuesday night. The game was the perfect example of a defensive struggle and wasn’t glitzy in any sense, but the Knights were certainly happy to leave Hattiesburg, Miss., triumphant in their first Conference USA game of the season.

Points were not going to come easy tonight,” said UCF head coach Kirk Speraw, whose team moved to 8-7 overall on the season. “We were hoping that we would play great defense tonight because we know that they would. It was just a defensive struggle throughout. Good looks were hard to come by, but our defense for 40 minutes was the best we’ve played this year.”

After the teams traded baskets to open the game, Southern Miss guard Courtney Bruskey hit a free throw to give the Golden Eagles a 4-2 lead at the 18:48 mark of the first half. It would be the last lead that Southern Miss would have as the Knights went on a 5-0 run over the next nine minutes. Meanwhile, the Golden Eagles missed their next eight shots from the field. Their next points were the result of a free throw from guard Jenny Wise with 9:36 to play, which was the last time the Golden Eagles would get on the board.

UCF guard Jermaine Taylor tries to drive past Southern Miss guard R.L. Horton during the C-USA opener with plenty of defense.
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ANCHORAGE, Alaska — The modern challenges of global warming and population growth are conranging up with the world's most famous sled dog race.

The 46th Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race said Wednesday it was augmenting permanent logistical changes that have become the norm for the March event.

The March 1 ceremonial start in Anchorage will go 1,010 miles, seven miles shorter than the traditional route. The actual competitive start of the 200-mile race the following day will move 30 miles north to Willow from the traditional site in Wasilla — where the Iditarod has its headquarters and part of Alaska's fastest- growing town.

“A lot of development in the town makes it less distra­lbe, and there have been less-than-weather conditions,” said Stan Hooley, executive director of the Iditarod Trail Committee. “It just doesn’t make sense to us to make choices that are not the best interest of both the two- and four-legged competi­tors.”

Long gone are the early days of racing, when it took days to cover the more than 1,000 miles from Anchorage to Nome. At times, it seemed as if Nome was never going to be reached.

“Of course, we are in the same situation that we are in right now in Nome,” said 1984 winner Gary Libbey. “It’s a little bit more difficult to get in and out of Nome, but it’s not a terrible lot more difficult.”

For the ceremonial start, snow is trucked down the race route to keep the stands from being muddy.

For the 91 mushers heading south Thursday, Willow will be a little more aggressive on the race course.

“Because of lack of snow, they need to be much more demanding as the calendar called the restart — not taking the normal route,” said 2002 champion Zach Steer, who won the title when mushers and their dogs took the lead to Nome.

For the ceremonial start, snow is trucked down the race route to keep the stands from being muddy.

For the 91 mushers heading south Thursday, Willow will be a little more aggressive on the race course.

“Because of lack of snow, they need to be much more demanding as the calendar called the restart — not taking the normal route,” said 2002 champion Zach Steer, who won the title when mushers and their dogs took the lead to Nome.
I point out finished a lot of games like Our guys can tell you, he's like this, Magic coach Stan He makes solid, solid plays. that this his hands down the stretch. night.

by a total of seven points including a 104-100 setback at time with them. "Hopefully this will get us "I'm going to try and say It was a good present for that lives in the Los Angeles "get more of our stuff and come back." Dunleavy said. "Hopefully we're going to look at the film tomorrow and be disappoint­ed in some of the mistakes we made because of some of the turnovers and shot selec­tions.

Maggette made a 3-pointer for the first time in more than five minutes, giving the Magic a four-point lead, and Nelson's 3-pointer with 1:57 to play made it 105-100. A follow-up by Mobley and a free throw by Maggette gave Orlando's lead to 99-98 with 29.5 seconds left, but Turkoglu made two more with 6.2 seconds remaining and Howard added two more with 12.2 seconds left to complete the comeback.

We kind of relaxed and let them back in the game," Howard said. "We struggle against teams, we've been up and down. We're sticking together, things are going to turn around."

Clippers coach Mike Dun­leavy was elected with 7:27 remaining in the third quarter after picking up two tech­nical fouls in rapid succes­sion. Assistant Jim Pyon filled in after Dunleavy handed in the locker room, stopping hands with fans on the way.

With Lewis and Nelson leading the way, the Magic outscored the Clippers 23-6 in the 2nd quarter. Then, after Dunleavy left, Los Angeles went on a 13-0 run to draw within nine points with entering the final period.

I thought our defense caught fire tonight," Dunleavy said. "It's tough to look at the film now, to be disappoint­ed in some of the mistakes we made because of some of the turnovers and shot selec­tions.

Maggette scored 13 of his game-high 28 points in the fourth quarter. Turkoglu finished with 13 of his 28 points in the fourth quarter, which matched a season-high. It was a good game, too. It was a good game for them. I'm going to try and say 117 to 95 to them, spend some time with them.

"Hopefully this will get us back on track."

The Magic had lost a seas­son-high three straight games, including a 104-90 setback in the 16th time - one more road victory than they had all last season.

L.A. had a lot of games like this," Magic coach Stan Van Gundy said of Turkoglu. "We like putting the ball in his hands and watching him. He makes solid, solid plays. Our guys out there right, let's finish a lot of games like this.

Corey Maggette scored 27 points to equal his season-high for Orlando's first points in more than five minutes, giving the Magic a four-point lead, and Nelson's 3-pointer with 1:57 to play made it 105-100. A follow-up by Mobley and a free throw by Maggette gave Orlando's lead to 99-98 with 29.5 seconds left, but Turkoglu made two more with 6.2 seconds remaining and Howard added two more with 12.2 seconds left to complete the comeback.

We kind of relaxed and let them back in the game," Howard said. "We struggle against teams, we've been up and down. We're sticking together, things are going to turn around."
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The Magic had lost a seas­son-high three straight games, including a 104-90 setback in the 16th time - one more road victory than they had all last season.
The Last year's film selection got some thumbs up and some thumbs down.

WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

0 ut of roughly 350 films I saw this year and about 50 others I missed, the titles listed below were the ones that lingered the longest and meant the most, both in the past few days and for many years to come.

The Best

1. There Will Be Blood (will open locally Jan. 18)
   Writer-director Paul Thomas Anderson manages to make not only a film that's nothing like anything he's done before, but one that arguably makes the most of cinema as a medium. It's a staggering accomplishment, thanks in no small part to Daniel Day-Lewis, who hurtles it out of the park as the misanthropic oil man out for all he can get, from the film's first wordless stretch to its final frenzied confrontation.

2. No Country for Old Men (back in theatres Jan. 18)
   With the greatest of ease, the Coen brothers translated Cormac McCarthy's mythical modern Western to the screen, and in the process, they made a film that stands as both a crackpot crime thriller and a lingering lament for the ways of the world.

3. The Bourne Ultimatum (on DVD)
   Paul Greengrass took both the Bourne series and the action genre to new visceral heights with this kick-ass capper, in which amiable assassin Jason Bourne (Oliver Tomatino) is as good as ever. Finally gets to the bottom of the bureaucracy responsible for making him a killing machine. Here it is, ladies and gentlemen: proof that millions of pixels and a bloated running time aren't necessary to make a blockbuster for the most, both in the past 365 days and for many years to come.

4. Before the Devil Knows You're Dead (on DVD April 15)
   Sidney Lumet made a wondrous comeback with this mean morality tale, in which happiness and greed inadvertently send an entire family on one hell of a downward spiral. Philip Seymour Hoffman gives arguably the best of his three performances this year, and Ethan Hawke reminds us why we keep him around after all.

5. The Fountain (on DVD)
   Director David Fincher's obsessive film about obsession wasn't to everyone's liking, but it's more thrilling as a procedural in which men driven...
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Saoirse Ronan, Emeli Sande, and the music of the film, as discussed by their creator.

Escape to the Orphanage. The story of an orphaned child and the power of music.
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Don’t bother with these two-star duds; rent instead.

WILLIAM GOSS

The Bucket List
DIRECTOR: Rob Reiner STARS: Jack Nicholson, Morgan Freeman

How ironic it is that artificial intelligence seems to promote the growth of cancer when the very opposite principle seems to apply to every frame of this perfectly terrible, idea-affirmation balloon of the week in which dying multimillionaire Jack Nicholson spins his heavens with fellow terminally-ill patient Morgan Freeman.

Both find themselves- growing their fair share of green across their old coots skyline across the world to monument, race classic cars and jet likely to get saddled with at their age.

Open in theaters everywhere.

The Diving Bell and the Butterfly
DIRECTOR: Julian Schnabel STARS: Mathieu Amalric, Marie-Josée Croze, Max von Sydow, Helen Mirren

Meanwhile, a truly inspiring story in which Jean-Dominique Bauby (Mathieu Amalric), who had a stroke at the age of 43, remains in full mental awareness but is able to communicate only with his left eyelid. Bauby manages to blink his entire memoir of the same name.

Open in theaters everywhere.

What a pity that Nicholson and Freeman do get such a steady rapport going, as it merits much more worthwhile.

The morally astute Ice Cube (left) and Tracy Morgan attempt to rob a Baltimore church and end up holding the parishioners hostage in

In the wake of Tyler Perry’s success with his shot at the screen similarly modest wrong David E. Talbert finds himself helming his first film. The morally altruic Ice Cube and comedic sidekick Tracy Morgan find themselves taking offense, as director Kurt Williams and others hostage when the Baltimore church they attempt to rob finds itself filled with paragraphs... and missing its money.

At length, Morgan gets a few laughs out of line delivery alone while Williams manages a chuckle or two. But with nowhere else to go, the Stockholm-slapstick scene becomes more prissy and predictable than ever. To his credit, at least Talbert never resorts to having us suffer the likes of Perry’s ever-shrill gospel mama, Mades.

Open in theaters everywhere- today.

Uwe Boll (House of the Dead) alone in the Dark, Blood (Bayou) has once again roped in a bunch of better-than-this talent into one of his Dios video-game adaptations, the result of which seems to be some sort of evenly half-baked historical epic that — surprise, surprise — has good unreviewed for critics.

Open in theaters everywhere-today.

The AMC Universal Clueplex continues its recent revival of classic films with this week’s showings of Clockwork Orange and Touch of Evil. For more information, call 407-395-1276.

FOOFIGHTERS.COM

STARS: Ice Cube, Katt Williams, Tracy Morgan, Loretta Devine

First Sunday
DIRECTOR: David Talbert STARS: Ice Cube, Katt Williams, Tracy Morgan, Loretta Devine

Dents, •

Also playing...

In the Name of the King: A Dungeon Siege Tale
DIRECTOR: Uwe Boll STARS: James Statham, Leelee Sobieski, Ron Perlman, John Rhys-Davies

Notorious schlock-meister
Knowledge Rights & Information Sharing in the 21st Century
Interdisciplinary Conference

January 30th to February 1st, 2008 at the University of Central Florida Student Union

Free registration for UCF Faculty & Students. For more information on this conference, please contact Dr. Steve Flores at stfuil@ucf.edu or visit the conference website at www.testprep.ucf.edu.

Highlights: Events include discussions on intellectual property in the digital age, knowledge management in government and across cultures, and academic integrity. There will also be an interactive panel discussion of the proposed X-Grades policy and a demonstration of innovative technologies for Ethics Education. Activities include the Ethical Decision Maker, Playing Games and the Impressive Performance Line’s “Ethics Bowl.”

The conference will focus on information in today’s digital knowledge economy. Students interested in current trends in business, knowledge management, and digital information sharing should plan on attending—registration is FREE.

Information fluency
information literacy
computer literacy
critical thinking

www.if.ucf.edu

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.
407.882.TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu

 Live Right in the UCF Area!

2008 Spring Housing Guide

is almost here!
Look for it in the January 28th edition of the:
Central Florida Future